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Abstract!

From year to year, the development of cryptocurrencies is so massive  
that its adaptation is increasingly unstoppable where every individual  
in this world begins to understand what cryptocurrency is and invest in  
it. 
 
However, this rapid and massive development, many tokens are born in a  
day and require more improvements, especially from the community side.

The crypto community in a token is the main key in the development of the crypto  

project itself. With a solid and strong community the project can run perfectly. 

 

But there are a lot of crypto tokens in any network that can’t listen to community  

input. we think it is a danger, because we have the principle of “community is key”

problem!

Function!

We develop a project where the token builds a government or it can also be called a 

Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), We develop a platform where all 

communities provide an action, suggestion, input or step on the development of the 

project.

We created a forum and voting platform for the community, where they can get space  

in a project. Of course this can create trust between investors and developers.



Forum Platform

In the community platform forum, space is given to interact between fellow communities 

or to developers. Surely this will be a useful public forum for the development of the 

project.

Community Voting Platform

Community voting platform is an application where all communities cast their vote on 

what next steps a project needs to take.

Utility



Thank You
The-figure.com

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000


• 100% - Pancake Swap Supply

• Buy Tax: 7% (Marketing: 6% | LP : 1%)


• Sell Tax: 12% (Marketing: 6 | LP: 2 | Investment Wallet: 4%)

• Max Transaction for Buy: 2% = 20,000,000,000 $TFDao 


• Max Transaction for Sell: 0.5% = 5,000,000,000 $TFDao 

THe Figure is a long term token that has big dreams to reach million even billion 

marketcap and of course we create a great community power. 

 

We have a tokenomics friendly to all holders.

Tokenomics


